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Abslract- In this paper, position control has beendesigned
for a 3 DOF actuator redundant sphericnl parallel
manipulator.A two norm minimization approach has been
used to resolve the actuator redundancy problem. Robust
stability of the closed loop system is analyzed considering
uncertainties inherent in the dynamic model of the
manipulator.A simulationstudy is also performedto show the
effectivenessof the proposed method. Thc results show the
applicabilityof simple and conventionalcontrollersto control
redundantsphericalparallelmanipulators.

robots are now used in real-life applicationssuch as force
sensing robots, fine positioning devices, and medical
applications
[2,3].
Comparing to serial robots, parallel manipulatorshave
shown to satisfy the same structureand propertiesin the
dynamic equation. Therefbre, the vast control literature
developedfor serial manipulatorscan be extendedto this
class of manipulators[7]. However, the dynamicsof
redundantparallel manipulatorsis much more complicated
compared even to common non-redundant parallel
manipulators.
Parallel manipulators with 3 DOF have been also
implementedfor applicationswhere6 DOF arenot required,
suchas high-speed
machinetools.Recently,3 DOF parallel
manipulators with more than three limbs have been
investigated,in which the additionallimbs separatethe
function of actuationfrom that of constraintsat the cost of
increasedmechanicalcomplexity[5]. Althoughredundant
parallelmanipulatorshave beeninvestigatedto someextent
like in [7,8,9] , developmentof control schemesthat could
make use of specific propertiesof thesestructuressuch as
managingthe extra degreesof actuation has not received
much attentionso far and is still regardedas an interesting
problem in parallel robotics researchparticularlyfor
sphericalor spatialparallelmanipulators.
parallel
In this paper,positioncontroIof a 3-DOFredundant
manipulatorhas been consideredin detail.lmportanceof
solving the redundancyproblem has beenhighlightedin a
computed-torque redundant position control structure.
Effects of uncertaintiesin the dynamic model are also
discussedleading to a robust control structure for the
manipulator.The paperis organizedas follows:Section2
contains the mechanismdescription,while kinematics
modelingof the mechanismis reviewedin section3. In
section 4 dynamic formulation of the manipulator is
discussedin brief as a key elementin model basedcontrol
design.The proposedstructurefor position control of the
manipulatoris elaboratedin section5 which is followed by
a detail robustanalysisin section6. Finally, the resultsare
analyzedusinga simulationstudy.

Index Terms - Parallel manipulator, Robust Position
Control, Redundancy, Force Distribulion, Computed Torque.

I. INTRODUCTION
Manipulatorcontrolhas beenthe subjectof researchin
the field of roboticsfor many years. The highly nonlinear
dynamics of manipulatorwhich includes several factors
such as inertia, Coriolis and Centrifugal effects, gravity or
friction hasalwaysbeenone of the challengingissuesin the
manipulatorcontrolproblem.
Differentclassifications
havebeenmadein the literaturefor
the manipulatorcontrollers.An important categorywhich
distinctthe rnain goal of the controlleris positionvs. force
control schemes.Position control was addressedin the
1970s to developcontrol schemescapableof controllinga
manipulator'smotion in its workspace. These strategies
were found to be inadequatein performingtasks involving
interactionwith the environmentwhich led to force control
schemes.A large numberof control techniqueshave been
developedand used in the last three decadesperforming
either position or force control most of which consider
conventionalseries or non-redundantmanipulators.The
extensionof robotics applicationsto new areas such as
space, underwater and micro-robotics and parallel and
redundant manipulation has brought new challengesin
roboticsresearchIl].
In recentyears,parallellink manipulatorshave beenamong
the most considerableresearch topics in the field of
robotics. A parallel manipulator typically consists of a
moving platformthat is connectedto a fixed baseby several
limbs.The numberof limbs is at leastequalto the number
of degreesof freedom(DOF) of the moving platformso that
each limb is driven by no more than one actuatol',and all
actuatorscan be mountedon or near the fixed base.These

II. MECHANISM DESCRIPTION
A schematicof the mechanism,which is currently
under experimentalstudies in ARAS Robotics Lab, is
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shown in Fig. l The mechanismis originally designedby
Vincent Hayward [10], bonowing design ideas from
biologicalmanipulatorsparticularlythe biological shoulder.
The interestingfeaturesof this rnechanismand its sirnilarity
to humanshoulderhave made its design unique,which can
serve as the basisfor a good experimentalsetup for parallel
robot research.As shownin figure 1, the mobile platform is
constrainedto spherical motions. Four high performance
hydraulic piston actuatorsare used to give three degreesof
freedom in the mobile platfonn. Each actuator includes a
positionsensorof LVDT type and an embeddedHall Effect
force sensor.The four limbs share an identical kinematic
structure.A passivelimb connectsthe fixed base to the
moving platformby a sphericaljoint, which suppresses
the
pure translationsof the moving platform. Simple elements
like sphericaland universaljoints are used in the structure.
A completeanalysisof sucha carefuldesignwill provideus
with requiredcharacteristics
regardingthe structureitself,
its performance,
andthe controlalgorithms.
From the structuralpoint of view, the shouldermechanism
which, from now on, we call it "the Hydraulic Shoulder"
falls into an importantclass of rcbotic mechanismscalled
parallel robots.The orientationangles are limited to vary
between -nl6 and d6. No sensors are available for
measuring the orientation angles of the moving platform
which justifies the importanceof the forward kinematic map
as a key element in feedback position control of the
shoulderwith the LVDT positionsensorsusedas the output
of such a control scheme.In former studiesby the authors,
differentnumericalapproaches
have beenusedto solvethe
forward kinematic map of this manipulator [11]
Furthermore,completekinematic modeling resulting in a
closed-formforward kinematicssolution,Jacobiananalysis
througha completevelocity analysisof the mechanism,and
singularityanalysisare all discussedin detail in [2]. Also,
closed-formdynamicmodelhas beenperformedin [3] as a
positioncontrol schemes.
basisfor rnodel-based

Figure L The Hydraulic ShoulderManipulator
Also, a rotationmatrix'& is usedto define the orientation
of the moving platformwith respectto the baseframe:
'R, = R, (0,
)R"(0,)R- (e,)
lc9-c? c9-s7s0-s0.& c0s0c€-+s0-s0-l
(2)
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^'^'l
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,qr9.
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where0,,0,,0.are the orientation angles of the moving
platform denoting rotations of the moving frame about the
fixed x,y,andzaxesrespectively.Also cdandsd denote
cos(d)and sin(d) respectively.With the abovedefinitions,
the4 x 4 transformationmatrix ''fr,is easilyfound to be:

u, -l'Ro

'P)

"-l o r I

(3)

Hence,the positionand orientationof the moving platform
are completelydefinedby six variables,from which, only
three orientationanglesd.,0r,0, are independentlyspecified
asthetaskspacevariablesofthe hydraulicshoulder.
The kinematicvector-loopequationfor eachactuatedlimb
can be written as:
(4)
[ , = l . g . = , t p * - u Rpo,o- o ,

III. IryDRAULIC SHOULDER KINEMATIC S

where /,is the lengthof the l"'actuatedlimb and s, is a unit
vectorpointingalong the directionof the i"'actuatedlimb.
Also, 'p is the position vector of the moving platform and
'R, is its rotation matrix. Vectors a, and Bpi denotethe
fixed end pointsof the actuators(Ai) in the baseframe and
their moving end pointsrespectively,writtenas:

Fig. 2 depictsa geometricmodel for the hydraulicshoulder
manipulator which will be used for its kinematics
derivation. Two coordinate frames are defined for the
purpose of analysis. The base coordinate frame
is attachedto the fixed baseat point C (rotation
{A}: xuyozx
center)with its zo-axis perpendicularto the plane defined
by the actuator base points ArAzA:Ar and an xo -axis
parallel to the bisector of angle lAtCA.4. The second
coordinateframe {B}: x{y424is attachedto the centerof the
moving platformP with its z-axis perpendicularto the line
definedby the actuatorsmoving end points(P1P2)alongthe
passivelimb. Note that we have assumedthat the actuator
fixed endpointslie on the sameplane as the rotationcenter
C.
The positionof the moving platformcenterP is definedby:
up =|,p,, p,, p,l'
(l)

d,=t A, = (1,,
sino - lbcoso 0)t ,
er='A, = (-losina -lhcosu 0)t,
e.='A, = (-losino lhcosc 0)t,

(5)

eo="An= (losino lbcosc, 0)t ,
and,
'p,=(o
"p,=(o
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-lo -l*)',
lu -l*)'.

(6)

Hence, the actuatorlengths/, can be easily computedby
dot-multiplying(4) with itselfto yield:
p, - q)'fnp+nRuu
p, - a,)

L,' .1 = 1,'lnpl&o

(j)

Writing (7) four times with the correspondingparameters
given in (2), (5) and (6), and throughalgebraicsimplifuing,
we obtain the completekinematic model of the hydraulic
shoulder[12].
For the Jacobiananalysisof the Hydraulic shoulder,we
must find a relationshipbetweenthe angularvelocity of the
moving platform, co, and the vector of lirnb rates as the
actuatorspacevariabler, i = [/, i,

i, [f , so that:
=
(8)
l "/ro
From the above definition, it is easily observedthat the
Jacobianfor the Hydraulic shoulder will be a 4x3
rectangularmatrix as expected,regardingthe mechanismas
an actuator redundant manipulator. The details of the
expressionofthe Jacobians
can be found in [12].

Figure2. Geometricmodelfor the hydraulicshoulder
equationis in fact the 4xl vector of actuatorforces,F,
which is relatedto the moving platformtorques,r, by:
(14)
t = J'(o).F
Where -l(9) is the 4x3 Jacobianmatrix representingthe
relationshipbetweenthe angularvelocity of the moving
platform and the vector of limb rates.The inertia lvlatrix
M(0) is directly given by the expressionof the kinetic

IV. FryDRAULIC SHOULDER DYNAMIC S
In this sectionthe dynamicmodel of the hydraulicshoulder
is derived based on the application of the Lagrange
formulation with d chosen as the vector of generalized
coordinates.
The equationof motion can be written as:

d .aL aL

=r
.(-)-^
tu'ae' ae I

energy f @,0). The gravity term is obtainedfrom the
potentialenergy U (0)by:

(9)

arr@)
G@)= .-

where the Lagrangian function L : T - U is the difference
betweenthe kinetic energy 7 and the potential U of the
systemand r* is the vector of the generalizedtorques.The
kinetic energy can be wriften by adding translationaland
rotationalcontributionsas:
.l

T =T(0,0)=:0rtu1(0)e

oa

Finally, V(0,0) which characterizesthe Coriolis and
centrifugaltorquescan be computedfrom the elementsof
the inertia matrix using the Christoffelsymbolsof the first
type. More detailswith this respectcan be found in former
studiesby the authors[3].

(10)

z
wheredeR'and M eR'"'. Similarly,the potentialenergy
can be writtenas:

u =u(0)

(t5)

V. POSITION CONTROL
A. Problem Definition

(11)

In positioncontrol of the hydraulicshoulderthe moving
platform is supposedto follow a desiredtrajectoryand the
actuator forces required to produce such a motion are
computed.Let 9oQ) be the desiredtrajectoryof the end-

Hence,the Lagrangeequationsof motion can be rewritten
AS:

d,aT@,?t. ar(0.q au@)
(12)
a
dt' Ae
Ae
A0
Using (12), the completedynamic model of the hydraulic
shouldercanbe obtainedas:

effector orientationangles.Also recall F as the vector of
actuatorforcesand d as the Cartesiancoordinatevariables
of the hydraulicshoulder.The vectorof limb's lengths/ can
Regarding
directlyusinglimb positionsensors.
be measured
the fact that no measuringdevice is availablefor the
orientationof the moving platform,also having a closed
form forward kinematics map [12], either of the general
position control topologies using inverse or forward
kinematicmapscould be used.

(l3)
IuI(il6 + V@, 0) + G(0) = r - r
"
Where the vectors 9,e,0 are the moving platform
orientationangle,angularvelocity and angularacceleration
respectively,M@) is the 3x3 symmetric positive definite
inertia matrix, V(O,e)is the 3xl vector of Coriolis and
centrifugal torques, G(d) is the 3 x I vector of gravitational
torques, r is the 3xl vector of moving platform torques
and r" is the 3xlvector of externaltorquesapplied to the
moving platform. Note that the control inputs to the
dvnamic

B. InverseDynamic Control Formulation
The inversedynamicsof the hydraulicshouldercan be
writtenasfollowine:

F = ( J ' ) . | v l @ ) e+ r ( 0 , 0 ) + G ( O ) l
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Where (.rr). is the pseudo-inverseof the transposed
Jacobianmatrix of the hydraulic shoulder.This solution is
perhapsthe most common among all possiblesolutionsto
the inversedynamicsof the hydraulicshoulder.It is, in fact,
the minimum two norm solution to a constrained
optimizationproblem with the static equation (14) as its
equalify constraintwhich minimizes the internal forces of
the shoulder manipulator.It should be noted that other
possible solutions could be chosen for the actuator
redundancy problem to minimize other physical
performancecriteriaas well as choosingpossiblenull space
forces to accomplish a secondarytask such as active
stiffnesscontrol while the robot is tracking the reference
trajectory.Details of the solution procedureto the force
distribution problem with different choices of objective
functionscouldbe foundin [13].Rewriting(16) we obtain:
F = F,+ F, =(Jr)',fM(Q?l+Ur)-lV(0,0)+G(0))

*:["

()J\

n.l'

(23)

We obtain:

x = Ax+ Brl

(24)

Where

0

,_l

L- tvl-'M,Ko
p-l

(2s)

- lvl-'MoK

Io

"-lrt
And:

l

(26)

(27)

q=LM.0,,+LN

Q7)

Moreover,the following inequalitieshold for the dynamic
termstakinguncertainties
into consideration[4,15]:

Equation(17) suggestsusing E, as a linearizingcontrol and
{ in conjunctionwith a linear controller.In this technique,
which is mostlyknown as the computed-torque
method,full
inversedynamicsis usedto linearizethe dynamicequations
supposingperfect knowledgeof the dynarnic model. The
linearcontrollerwill thenguaranteethe desiredperformance
requirements.
Hence,the inversedynamiccontrol law could be wriften as:
F = ( J ' ) . M ( 0 ) 1 0 ,+, K o e +K " i f + ( J ' ) . V @ , e ) + c ( p )

(2r)

r=J'F=M(0)0+N(0,0)
(20)and(21)weobtain:
Combining
M @ ) d+ N ( e , 0 ) =M " ( e o+ K p e +K , i ) + N o
Nowby defining:

m,l s lvl(0)<m,,l

all<a,+a,
+a,llxll'
llxll
llr"ta,
a,+a,llxll
lf'e'all<
Where rn,, m,,,e.0,at, a2,e,a4 are some positive constants

and ll.llrepresentsthe Euclidean norm. Robust stability of
the error system could now be proved using a direct
Lyapunovapproach.
Consider:

(18)

Where e is the trackingerror of the manipulatorand K, and

V(x)= v' Pt

with:

K, arediagonalpositionandvelocity gain matrices.

-f,,

+ a'|vl(0)

,o_-^I lI n t ,

VI. RoBUSTNESS
ANALYSIS

atur@)

l
-/ L

In this section,the stabilityofthe closedloop systemunder
the computedtorque control law is analyzedregardingthe
uncertaintiesin the dynamic model of the hydraulic
shoulder.More precisely,the choicesof M0 , No , Ko and

(30)

And:
k = k ? v+ a k

(31)

wilt be
It can be easilyverifiedthatthe Lyapunovcandidate
positivedefiniteif k,ct > 0. Fufthermore,
the uniformlower

K, will be obtainedin terms of the boundingfunctionsof
the unknowndynamicsto achieverobuststability.
Usuallythe controllaw given in (17) is modified in orderto
considerthe uncertainties
inherentin the dynamicterms.In
fact, the control law must dependonly on the known parts
of the dynamics.
Let:
l u I= M o + L M
(le)
N = V + G = 1 y '+0 A N

andupperboundsof V(x) can be obtainedby computingthe
eigenvalues
of P suchthat:

z,llxll'
s rt(x)s),,,llxll'

(32)

Where:

^" ' =

ffi,k

p**11*o1

),,=k+m,,(l+a')
Now taking the derivativeof (29) we have:

where Mo and N0 are the nominal known parts of the
inertia and nonlinear effects due to the Coriolis and
Centrifugaltems respectivelyand LM, LN representthe
conespondinguncertaintiesin each term. The control law
could be rewrittenas follows:
r = J ' F = l v l o ( ) ,+
, Kte+ K,A)+N"
(20)

v ( x ) = v r 1 t r tP + P A + P ) x + 2 x r P B r T
Noting that:
Y ' M Y= 2 Y ' v , , , Y

(34)
l lf

I

We cansimplifyequation(34) as:

v1*y=-*'
+v,,1,)lar,,
r,,b* (36)
o,+f,*
l"i )r,

Using the definitionsin (19), the dynamicequationcan be
simplifiedas:
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o],**,1"''1,
1,'I o a't,,ll'u

2
with:

la't,,

at,,)10 M )

O=l

and the proposed control law was tested along such a
trajectory.Figures(3)-(4)showthe trackingperformance
of
the proposedcontrol law along the given trajectoryfor the
The control
moving platform and the legs respectively.
gains have been chosensuch that the stability criteria are
met. Furthermore,the moving platform tracking error is
depictedin Figure(5).

L 1,,l

lakPIi l

oI

L 0

k"r,)

(37)

|

Which canbe boundedasfollows:

*
v(x)<- 1,(Q)ll'll'
+J +'11r.,
llll"ll'

T.acking Performance ;n Task Spac€

04
03

(38)
1-

D2

+Jr+"'ll"llllzll
Jn "'y*,,ll,l'
)ae+
2

*-or

Where:

<0

(3e)

7,(Q)= Min{ako,k,}

E {t

Using the aboveequations,
we finally obtain:

- r,ll"ll
v1*1
<ll*110,
+r,ll'll'I

o

-02

(40)

-03

Where:
f o "ll+ a' (ao+ m" sup(d,))

.04
0

I ^

i----------=

r, = l,(8)-rll+a'

1

2

a

3
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7

I

9
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|
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( a ,+ a , ) - - a ( l + 4 1 + a ' ) m , , t / t \
2
t4t)

Figure3. Trackingperformanceof the movingplatform
Legs

T , = . l l + a ' ( a , + ao )
The following theoremgives the robuststability conditions
ofthe enor system(24) basedon the derivedresults:
Theorem:The error systemQ$ is robust againstbounded
uncertaindynamicsif:
= k I''
lvI^K
V
P
P

Peformance

E

E

(42)

MoK" = k,I,

-lracking

07

and the positive scalargains kn,k, are chosento be large
enough.
Proof Accordingto the derived bounds on the proposed
Lyapunov function and its derivativeas in (32) and (a0),
and usingthe Lemmain [a], the error systemis uniformly
ultimatelyboundedwith respectto B(0,d) with:
2/o

)-

-0

1

2

3

4

5
l(soc)

6

7

I

9

10

Figure4. Trackingperformanceof the Legs
x10-

1
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(43)

v.+
Providedthat:
2

Y,,z'lri
UB

r: +T,
/,*

-4yol,
(44)
- 4/
oT,
G- 0 r 2 3 1 5 6 7 S 9 1 0

The above conditions are met by increasing the gains
k",k" resultingin an increase
in 1, .

r(sec)

Figure5. TrackingError for the rnovingplatform
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

It should be noted that in general the derived stability
conditions usually lead to conservativegains which may
affect the performanceof the system regardingproblems
such as actuatorsaturation.Finally, the proposedcontrol
law was comparedto a simple PD control with the sarne

In order to verif,i the performanceof the proposedmethod,
a simulation study is performed. A sample trajectory was
consideredin the reachableworkspace of the manipulator
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control gains. Figures (6)-(7) show the corresponding
resultscomparedto the robust inversedynamicscontrol.It
is obvious that the proposedinverse dynamics controller
outperformsthe linear controller in tracking the desired
ilaJectory.
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Figure6. Moving platformtrackingperformance-PD
control
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Figure 7. Tracking Error for the moving platform-PD
control
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper,positioncontrol has been developedfor a 3DOF actuator redundanthydraulic shoulder manipulator.
The importanceof a proper methodfor resolvingthe force
distributionproblemhasbeenalso discussed.
The controller
is simply of the computedtorque type. The results are
shown to be superiorto a simple linear controller of PD
type. Robustness
analysisand simulationhas been done in
orderto evaluatethe applicationof conventionalmethodsto
control redundantspherical manipulatorswith a parallel
structurewhich seemto be prornisingfor furtherresearchin
this field.
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